
Team: Justus, Lilas, Sava, Kai ; YouTube link: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fOxI03tLZxg 

What is important for customers: 
- Finding the right information is hard on Essent’s current website. 
- Missing knowledge regarding the possibilities for big projects, especially in terms of 
sustainable energy consumption 
- Customers would not think about going to their energy supplier to make their home more 
sustainable. 

Problem: 
How can Essent keep winning the fight of customers in the energy transition thanks to clear 
information, great customer support and an enticing loyalty program?  

Our solution (time horizon 2 to 4 years): 
Easier access to information through Essent’s app and website by...  

• ...creating green labels to indicate clearly the most sustainable products & services 
as well as their purpose. 	

• ...providing a dedicated space for community sharing used for questions and ideas 
regarding energy issues or sustainable consumption. 	

• ...making Essent’s chatbot more visible & effective. 	

Pain points like finding the right person to talk to or waiting times will be reduced. 
For a specific demand (isolation, solar panels), the chatbot will help customers organize an 
appointment by call or mail with a specialized advisor. 
The designated advisor will also personalize the customer experience with specific products, 
discounts & loyalty offers adapted to the customers center of interest and their projects. 	

The idea behind the 1 to 1 solution is to position Essent not only as an energy supplier, but 
also an energy counselor, which would be a striking added value to differentiate the company 
in the crowded market and justify its premium pricing. 	

Value proposition: 
- Facilitating & improving access to information regarding energy issues and sustainability - 
Providing a personalized useful customer service and loyalty program 
- Convincing customers to choose Essent as an Energy counselor because of wide 
knowledge, numerous partners, and high-skilled employees 	

Business model: 
The solution involves an important investment from Essent, but it will be cost-effective: 	

• Most consumer’s questions will be answered by the website & the chatbot, allowing 
employees to be more focused on customers' big projects -> more efficient time 
management 	

• Essent will capture a larger percentage of the market through wider services offer. 
This competitive advantage will differentiate Essent from the rest of the market and 
help it to be more profitable.	

Conclusion: 
Removing friction and reducing the main customer pain points together with a personalized 
approach through high end customer service will guarantee customer satisfaction and loyalty 
to Essent. Satisfied customers will boost word-of-mouth marketing greatly, helping the 
company reach more people and have a bigger impact on the planet. 	


